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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Dr. Clunn

RE: PUBH-D-15-00174 - Re-submission – response to reviewers’ comments

Please find below our point-by-point response to the reviewers comments relating to our manuscript “A systematic review of correlates of sedentary behavior in adults aged 18-65 years: a socio-ecological approach

EDITORIAL REQUESTS

1. Please add a conclusions section to the abstract
   A conclusion section has been added to the abstract
2. Please change the introduction heading to background
   The introduction heading has been changed to background
3. Request a PRISMA checklist
   A PRISMA checklist has been included

4. Ensure all aus meet ICMJE requirement for authorship
   All ICMJE requirements for authorship have been met

5. Please ensure that the revised manuscript does not contain any tracked changes or highlighting
   All tracked changes and highlighting has been removed from the manuscript

I hope that the above have addressed all the reviewers’ concerns and that you now find the manuscript of the standard for publication in your journal, BMC Public Health.